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700 MHz: Need for Bandwidth 

DTV Transition Overview
• By 2002, digital technology was so spectrally efficient 

that TV broadcasters could deliver more programs using 
less bandwidth than with analog broadcasting  

• Simultaneously, wireless technologies needed more 
bandwidth to improve mobile broadband development

• In 2003, the FCC ordered that analog television 
broadcasters in channels 52-69, or between 698-806 
MHz, vacate the 700 MHz band and operate digital 
television (DTV) in channels 2-51 only
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700 MHz: Significance of the Band

• Propagation Characteristics: Radio waves at 700 MHz travel farther than 
at higher frequencies so each tower transmitting in upper 700 MHz band 
can cover four times the area as towers in higher bands. Signals go through 
obstacles like trees and buildings better than services operating at higher 
frequencies, such as Wi-Fi. Can be used for a variety of wireless services, 
including high speed Internet access, both fixed and mobile 3G and other 
services that meet technical parameters established by the FCC

• Significance for Broadband Wireless:  Spectrum that travels long 
distances means service providers have to build fewer towers.  The auction 
of relatively large bandwidth means a nationwide network.  Fewer towers + 
large bandwidth =  national network built rather cheaply.

• Significance for Public Safety:  For first responders, the ability to 
communicate deep within buildings and over vast distances is key to 
avoiding many of the communications obstacles they faced in the 9/11 and 
Hurricane Katrina emergencies.
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700 MHz: Congressional Impetus
DTV Transition Overview

• On February 8, 2006 the President signed into law the Digital 
Transition and Public Safety Act of 2005. Among other provisions, 
this Act:

– sets a deadline of February 17, 2009 for the recovery of analog 
spectrum from over-the-air television broadcasters, thereby freeing up 
additional 700 MHz spectrum for auction; 

– sets a deadline of January 28, 2008 for the auction of the recovered 
spectrum; 

– extends the FCC’s authority to auction spectrum from September 30, 
2007 until September 30, 2011 The FCC is reclaiming the 700 MHz 
spectrum through two proceedings: the lower 700 MHz Band (Channels 
52-59) which comprises 48 MHz – already accomplished in 2003

– and the upper 700 MHz Band (Channels 60-69) which comprises 60 
MHz 
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700 MHz: FCC’s 2003 Auction

DTV Transition Schedule: Lower 700 MHz
• The lower 700 MHz band (698-746 MHz) auctions were 

completed in 2003 and garnered ~$175 million 
• Qualcomm won all of the large geographic areas
• Even though this auction included commercial licenses 

over large geographic areas, it earned substantially less 
than the upper guard band auction
– Since the FCC had not yet set a hard date for TV broadcasters 

to vacate, bidders’ uncertainty lowered the value of these 
licenses
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700 MHz: Spectrum Band Plan 
DTV Transition Schedule: Upper Guard Bands
• Guard bands are small bands left vacant between two channels to prevent the 

channels’ mutual interference
• The 2000-2001 guard band auction was the first 700 MHz auction and grossed 

almost $600 million
• Of the 9 winners, Access Spectrum, Pegasus Guard Band, and Nextel won most of 

the guard bands
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700 MHz Spectrum Auction: Upper 
Bands

DTV Transition Schedule: Upper 700 MHz
• Of the 60 MHz available in the upper band (746-806 

MHz), the FCC allocated 24 MHz for public safety and 
ordered the auction of 32 MHz for commercial use in 
January 2008
– The remaining 4 MHz are guard bands

• Since the DTV transition is set, the upper band will be 
much more valuable to bidders
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700 MHz Spectrum Auction: Upper 
Bands

DTV Transition Schedule: Upper 700 MHz
• The FCC has already auctioned or allocated the 

frequencies from 698-806 MHz, except for two bands –
the C and D Blocks – in the upper 700 MHz portion  

• The C Block comprises 2 x 11 MHz blocks of spectrum 
that are located in the 746-757 MHz and 776-787 MHz 
bands  - prime “real estate”

• The D Block comprises 2 x 5 MHz blocks between 758-
763 MHz and 788-793 MHz
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700 MHz Spectrum Auction: Upper 
Band Plan
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700 MHz Spectrum Auction: Upper 
Band Timeline

DTV Transition Schedule: Upper 700 MHz
• August 2006: FCC’s Notice of Proposed Rule-Making 

(NPRM) sought comments on what rules should  govern 
wireless licensing in the upper 700 MHz auction, 
including provisions for a national public safety network

• April 2007:  FCC issued a Report and Order seeking 
further comment

• July 2007:  FCC issued its 2nd Report and Order 
identifying the highly contentious auction rules  

• August 2007:  After presenting the auction rules, the 
FCC has re-opened comments and has indicated that 
the rules may be changed before the auction
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Google and 700 MHz
Google sets itself up for being a prime player in the 700 

MHz game through its proposal intended to establish a 
national wireless broadband alternative.  Its proposal 
included provisions for:

• Open applications – download/utilize any software or content
• Open devices – any handheld communications device used with any 

network 
• Open services – resellers should be able to acquire wireless 

services from a 700 MHz licensee on a wholesale basis
• Open networks – third parties (ISPs) should be able to interconnect 

at any technical feasible point in a 700 MHz licensee’s wireless
network
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Google’s Position
Google contends that access provisions will 

stimulate needed competition
• Mandate Wholesale Access
• Mandate Open Access
• Reasons:  

1) These provisions would limit the practice of incumbents hording 
spectrum to reduce new entrant competition  

2)  They would also promote wireless broadband innovation by 
encouraging consumers’ choice in devices 

3) Wireless broadband could compete with cable and wireline
telephone as “third pipe” offering high speed internet services 
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Google in Wireless Service

• Google is denying rumors that it will bid in the 
UK’s 900 MHz spectrum auction

• Google expressed interest in the forthcoming 
AWS III auction (2155-2175 MHz)
– Google is evaluating the band and considering 

licensed and unlicensed models
– FCC hopes to have AWS III auction rules out in the 

next eight months
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FCC’s Rules Regarding Public 
Safety

Public/Private Partnership
• D Block licensee will pay for narrowband public safety
• Mobile voice, video, and data capability must be 

seamlessly interoperable across agencies, jurisdictions, 
and geographic areas

• Public Safety Broadband Licensee gets operational 
control of the network to the extent necessary to ensure 
public safety requirements are met

• Commercial operations in D Band are on a secondary 
basis with public safety being able to preempt 
commercial services in times of emergency
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FCC Supports Some Provisions on 
Open Access

Significance of 700 MHz
Open Access requires that spectrum licensees: 

1) Open devices so consumers can use a handheld 
communications device with whatever wireless network they 
prefer.  Supporters say it extends the benefits of the FCC’s 
1968 “Carterfone” decision to wireless and call it “no lock, no 
block.”  Opponents of open access say that unapproved 
devices would harm their networks and raise consumer prices.

2) Open applications so consumers can download and use any 
software applications, content, or services they desire without 
“walled gardens.” Supporters say that service providers should 
not control users’ content and could charge users by the 
amount of bandwidth they use.  Opponents say that allowing 
access to any service would undercut the provider’s ability to 
properly manage its network, thus harming other customers.
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Provisions not supported by the 
FCC in the 700 MHz rules

• Wholesale Access requires that licensees: 
1) Resell wireless services to third parties on a wholesale basis, 
based on reasonably nondiscriminatory commercial terms.

• Supporters say that wholesaling will foster competition from upstarts 
now shut out by incumbents

• Opponents say that this would lower the spectrum’s value and that 
the winners instead should be able to follow the business model of 
their choosing

2) Interconnect 3rd party services, like ISPs, to the licensee's 
wireless network. 

• Supporters say that the U.S. trails Europe and Asia because there’s 
no meaningful differentiation of service

• Opponents say that allowing interconnection of any application 
would limit the network and reduce the auction’s earnings
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700 MHz Bidders
The Commercial Players

• Incumbent Wireless Providers are commonly 
motivated to compete with one another, but to bar new 
entrants 
– Sought auction rules that secure large area licenses with no 

wholesale open access provisions 
– Prefer build-out requirements based on population over 

geography  
• New Entrants tend to want open access and wholesale 

provisions so that they may break into the incumbents’ 
markets
– They prefer geographic build-out requirements
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700 MHz Bidders
Large Incumbent Wireless Providers (1)

• Verizon has been the most vocal and is the most likely 
to bid in the auction
– opposed regional licenses and mandatory provisions like 

wholesale open access 
– currently operates in the 850 MHz band and in the 1900 MHz 

band

• AT&T will likely bid, but has flip-flopped on its wholesale 
open access position.
– While it once threatened legal action if the FCC incorporated 

wholesale open access provisions, AT&T now commends the 
FCC’s decision to include open access 

– currently operates in the 850 MHz band and in the 1900 MHz 
band
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700 MHz Bidders
Large Incumbent Wireless Providers (2)

• T-Mobile currently operates in the 1900 MHz band and 
is looking to expand its coverage into lower bands, like 
Verizon and AT&T
– T-Mobile announced in September 2007 that it will acquire 

SunCom, which will add one million subscribers and additional 
spectrum to T-Mobile’s network

– Likely increases T-Mobile’s position in the bidding
• Sprint Nextel operates in the 1900 MHz band and holds 

a large amount of 2.5 GHz spectrum
– It has not signaled that it will bid as it is mostly focused on 

offering WiMAX in the 2.5 GHz band
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700 MHz Bidders

Open Access New Entrants
• Google promises to bid at least $4.6 billion on the 

auction as long as the FCC adheres to the open access 
provision
– It has suggested that it is collaborating with others in the bid

• Frontline Wireless is a start-up with veteran 
telecommunications partners, including two former FCC 
chairmen
– Pushing for rules providing a public/private partnership for public 

safety and wholesale open access provisions
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700 MHz Bidders

Other Potential New Entrants
• DIRECTV
• EchoStar
• Intel
• Skype
• Yahoo
• All of the above are members of the Coalition for 

4G in America, which is considered to be led by 
Google
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Verizon’s Position
Verizon contends that constraints are harmful 

and unnecessary
• No Wholesale Access Rule
• No Open Access Rule
• Reasons: 

1) Restrictions such as wholesale open access would decrease the
market value of the spectrum at auction

2) These provisions are unnecessary since  service providers have 
never provided wholesale or open access, yet the wireless 
market is thriving and competitive

3) The auction winners could institute wholesale open access on 
their own without regulatory mandates
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Auction Rules: Verizon v. FCC

• Open access provision violates the Constitution and the 
FCC is not authorized to impose open access 

• The wireless market is sufficiently competitive to make 
regulatory meddling unnecessary 

• Open access rules would depart from the deregulatory 
approach the FCC and Congress have set out for the 
industry

• Imposing the requirements on C Block (not all) licensees 
would be arbitrary and capricious 

• Open access would violate the First Amendment by 
placing “part of a platform for protected speech under 
government control”
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Auction Rules: Verizon v. FCC

Potential Impact of the Suit on the Auction
• Verizon’s lawsuit may frighten away other bidders, 

particularly new entrants
– The FCC may bow to Verizon’s pressure and remove open 

access from the auction rules
– FCC Chairman already shows signs of reconsidering

• If auction continues under current rules, then the auction 
winner may have to return spectrum if Verizon prevails 
in court
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Who Supports What?

OpposesSupports 
Open applications - ANY software, 
content or services

OpposesDid not support
Open networks – ISPs could interconnect 
at any technically feasible point

OpposesDid not support

Open services – third parties (resellers) 
obtain service from a licensee on a 
wholesale resale

OpposesSupportsOpen devices – ANY handheld device

VerizonFCCGoogle
Also endorsed by many ‘potential’ 
new entrants/4G Coalition
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Net Neutrality
• The concept of net neutrality refers generally to 

the idea that consumers should have the right to 
use their bandwidth as they see fit

• FCC’s  open access/open applications rules 
signals an “endorsement” of net neutrality

• Wireless networks have not historically been 
neutral – typically specific devices work with 
specific networks

• 700 MHz proceeding could serve to support 
development of a new wireless market paradigm 
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“Heard on the Street”
• Frontline tries to block Verizon: filed letter with the FCC last Friday, 

accusing Verizon of violating the government agency’s lobbying 
rules by not providing an adequate description of the meeting in
what's known as an ex  parte filing.

• US Court of Appeals rejects Verizon’s request for fast track 
treatment of its challenge to the open access rules.  The litigation 
will likely still be in play until the Jan 16 start of the auction.

• Unlikely the FCC Chairman will modify open access language. 
• Speculation on Google - $600 stock price
• FCC Public Notice issued on October 5 – sets out auction rules and 

changes date of Auction to Jan 24, 2008 – establishes a 
“contingent” Auction if bid are insufficient to satisfy reserve prices.

• C Block reserve price - $4.6 billion
• D Block reserve price - $1.3 billion


